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Benefits of Intersil's Stage
Arrangements
Intersil's filter tml stage anangements are designed to
reduce the possibility of output clipping due to step
response overshoot or freguency response peaking in
eain individual stage and lower the broadband integrated
noise ouput from the filter' The reason is that high Q
stages will always show a high spot noise peak in the
frequency response and following th6e by lower Q or
reai pole sbges will act to attenuate that peak relaUve to
a design whire the highest Q stage is the last stage [1]'

An added benefit from the Intersil's seguencing is trat
ampliffer bandwidth and dew rate requirements are
clustered in a tighter range improving the probability of
using a single op amp model $pe in a multi-stage design

without excessive design margin in some of the stages.

This again aPplies mainly when the overall filter gain >1.
This helps the designer reduce cost and board space as

many of Intersil's op arnps are available in dual and quad

versions.

fllustrative ExamPle
Drawing from [2] an example of an 8th order
Butterworth low pass filter with a gain of 100 and a cut
offfrequency of 100H2 will be executed' We will compare
the output noise using the gain and Q sequence ftom [2]
which is representative of Wpical practice against the
stGtegy encoded into the Intersil filter design tool. It is
important to note that the target cutoff frequenry was
increased from the 10Hz [2] to stay away from the Uf
noise region and we kept the relatively larger capacitor
values used in [2], However, we did let the active fflter
designer tool pick the resistor values (having set the cap
values using the re-design fieature of the tool) which
lowered them to where only the op amp input voltage
noise was making a meaningful contribuUon to the total
output noise spectrum (l4nV/VHz for the ISL28107 used
in this example).

Following the stage arrangement more commonly used
in the industry the complete fflter would have the
following schematic as shown in Figure l with gain and Q
sequencing from [2].
This arrangement is intended to reduce low frequency
spot noise and running the high Q sages at unity gain
reduces comPonent sensiUvity,

Testing Intersil's "Active Filter Pg.s-ig-ner" Gain and
Q Seqfencing Impact on Output Noise
Introduction
Intersil's Active Filter Designer is a simulation suite
intended to accelerate a designer's progress towards a

wor*ing active fitter implementation by assisting in the
op amp selection and component value solutions. It can
quickly genemte and verify a mutti-stage design snline
through gain and phase simulation, step transient
simutiUon, and noise analysis. In addition, the tool
allows users to download the schematic for use in our
isim: PE simulation softwaren where further simulation or
analysis can be accomPlished.

The filter tool is intended to support LowPass (LP),

HighPass (HP), and Bandpass (BP) filter requirements'
the tool presently supports LowPass filter design with HP

and BP intended for addition to the tool in 2010. For a

more in depth look at the "Adive Filter Designer" please

reference AN1548 [1].

The tool will default to a semi-automatic design flow
wherre it will assign the gains and sequence the Q's using

a built in algorithm. Manual stage targets can also be
entered to override these setections, One of the more
common queries in the Intersil tool is the way the gain

and quality f,actor (Q) are sequenced fior filter designs
with an order >2 and total gain >1. The tool sequences
the poles from high Q to low Q in ascending gains, for
example a 4th order Butterworth fitter will have the first
stage wttfi the lowest galn but the highest Q whtle its 2nd

stage will contain the most gain and the lower Q. This is
contrary to what is commonly *en in the indu*ry and

academia. In [2] we find that, if gain is reguired in the
filter, then it shoutd come in the early stages to reduce
noise at *le output. That reference also mentions that
arranging the stages in order of Increasing Q is an
excellent guideline to avoid sahrration or clipping in the
op amps.

This application note will show through simulation that
Intersil's gain partitioning algorithm and Q sequencing
can deliver improved integrated noise performance in
designs where the overall gain is >1 and the filter order
is >2 over more typical high to low gain sequencing with
increasing Q through the stages.
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FIGURE 1. Ath ORDER. BUTTERII'ORT}I LOW PASS FILTER IiIXTH TYPICAL GAIT{ AI{D Q SEQUEHCII{G

TABLE I. TYPICAL GAIT{ AND Q SEQUEiICIilG

STAGE T STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4

Gainr 10 VIV Gain: 10 V/V Gain: 1.0 V/V Gain: 1.0 V/V

Fo: 100H2 Fo: 100H2 F6: 100He Fo: 100H2

Qr 0.51 Q: 0.601 Qi 0.9 Q: 2.56

The Intersil active filter design tool supports up to 6th
order filters. In order to implement this 8th order filter
we manually designed the filter as two 4th order blocks
then simulated ln isim PE. Following the sequencing

strategy employed in the tool, and stlllforcing the C's to
be so high as to push resistor values down to where they

do not dominate the noise, we get the following test
circuit shown in Figure 2' This glves the same gain and
frequency response as [2] but with the gain spread
between more stages.
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EIGURE 2. 8TH ORDER BUTTERWORTH LOW PASS FILTER WITH I}ITERSIL GAIII AI{D Q SEqUEilCII'G

TAELE 2. IIITERISIL GAIT{ AI{D Q SEQUEI{CIilG

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4

Gain: 1.5 V/V Gain: 2.5 V/V Gain: 4.0 V/V Gain: 6.67 V/t/

Fo: 100H2 Fo:10OHz Fo: 1O0Hz Fo: 10OHz

Q: 2.56 Q: 0.9 Q: 0.601 Q; 0.51

To implement the filter we used the ISL?8107 operational
amplifien A part that ls similar to the devices used in [2].
The ISL28107 has low Uf noise (<2Hz) and features
very high open loop gain (50kV/mV) for excellent CMRR
(145d8), and gain accu,tlcy, This device is fabricated in a
new precision 40V complementary bipolar DI process
and its super-beta NPN input stage with bias current
cancellation provides bipolar-like levels of AC
perforrnance with the low input bias currents
approaching JFET tevels [4].
The combination of low power (6.3mW on *15V supply)
and very high precision make this op amp a good choice
to implement t}is 8th order high gain fflter. The

lg2AZOT is the dual vercion of the 15128107 and is
available in an I Ld. SOIC package giving a lower cost
and smaller board space path to implementation.

Simulation Results
We ran these simulations in iSim PE producing $e spot
output noise over frequency for each solution considered
here. A critical aspect to accurate simulation is to have
loaded the filter tool with improved and very accurate
Psplce macromodels [3]. Both implementations give
nearly identical frequency response shapes. A
comparison zoomed in on the target F-36g ftequency is
shown in Figure 3.
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higher frequencies as the spot noice rolls off (little
additional noise power to integrate).
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FTGURE 3. pASSBAHD FREQUEIICY RESFOI{SE
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The responses are not exactly identical - probably due to
the lolq standard value snap on the resistors used in the
filter design tool. They are, however, very close and

nearly idellry flat with -3dB at 100H2. These both
continue on to show an S'pole rolloff to >150dBc
attenuation over the simulation frequenq/,

The output noise is, howeve[ quite different between
these two implementation alternatlves, We would expect
the znd circuit to show a bit higher low frequency output
noise, but what is perhaps surprising is the high peak in

the output noise given by the more typical gain and Q
seguencing as shown in Figure 4.

FIGU nE 4. ourpur 
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The higher first stage gain of the first design following [2]
does certainly give a slightly lower output noise at low
ftequencies (where Figure 4 is also showing a bit sf l/f
noise comer effect that is included in the macro'model).
But, because ofthe higher peaking in the tater stages,
that noise peaks up significandy more than the
somewhat odd looking sequencing from the Intercil
'Active Filter Designer". We would expect the firct
approach to integrate to a higher output noise Vp-p than
the more rolled off approach of Figure 2.

Taking this spot noise plot and generating the output
noise Vp-p that would be obserued if a brick wall filter
were swept from 10Hz to lkHz, v1e get the plot in
Figure 5. This is integrating to a Vzpp4g vs frequency then
taking 6*Vpgg as tsn estimate of Vp-p noise. As expected
from looking at Figure 4, the common approach of
putting most of the gain early and the higher q stages
later gives a higher Vp-p noise' These both go flat at

FIGURE 5. EXPEfED IiIOISE Yp-p Oltl OUTPUT

Assuming the noise measurement bandwidth after this
stage is izo0nz, we would expect to see about 90pVp-p

noiie out of the ISL stage strategy vs l30pVp-p ficm a

more typical approach. The'Active FilGr Designer"
algorithm seems to be moving in the right direction for
integrated output noise but is somewhat
counter-intuitive to long held ideas about multistage
implementation stmtegies.

To look at the output clipping we introduced a *100mV
step at the input of the filter, this should produce a *10V
step on the ouput as we are trying to get the most of the
*liV supplies on the op amps. As this is a Butterworth
fflter, the step response will show some overshoot that
increases with filter order. We expect that Intersil's
arrangement will help reduce the intersfage overshoot
magnitudes limiting the possibility of dipplng. A

comparison of the step response is shown in Figure 6.

TlilE {s)
EIGURE 6. EILTCR TEP RESPOT{SE

A closer look at the step response at the peak overshoot
shows that the Intersil solution with reduced clipping
while the more typical stage arrangement's step
response is clipped due to the full final step response
amplitude being applied to the highest Q stages.

INTEGRATTON FREQUETCY (HZ)
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and trcnsferring simulated noise data into Excel provides
an easy path to further analysis and comparisons.

It is stilltrue that combining high gain with high Q gives
extreme Q sensitivity to gain accuracy. Here, a modest
(but >1) gain is allocated to the highest Q stage. This is
why the active filter designer does not also try to place a
lot of the gain along with the highest Q in the schematics
first stage. This relatively low gain in the first high Q
stage helps reduce component sensitivity without
degrading the total output noise - contrcry to common
assumptions.

If Q sensitivity to gain becomes a critical issue, using
0.5olo resistors or going to gain of 1 in the highest Q first
stage is recommended.
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FIGURE 7. CLIPFIHG Oil OUTPUT OF FILTERS

Summary
This example showed an improvement using the
ahemative approach encoded into the "Active Filter
Dcigner". This becomes more dmmatic for filter shapes
requiring a larger spread in F6 and Q flike the 0.25dB
Chebychev) and for higher cutoff kequencies. The exact
gain settings chosen here may not be "optimized" for
every factor to be considered in a multi-stage filter, but
the general approach does seem to give a good
comprornise solution to a number of design
considerations. The concern that lower gains in the first
stage leads to higher output noise appears to be
incorrect for either spot or integrated noise in this
example. The filter tool is fiexible enough to allow a
designer to adjust the stage gains and Q sequencing to
try altemate solutions, Porting test designs to isim PE

Intersil Cotp,oratton reserues the l&.ht to rnake changes in clrcult design, so,flware and/or spectftcations at any time without hott e. Accodtngly, the
reader is cautioned ta vedfy that the Appliatian Note or Tedlnical Erlef is current before prace€d,lng.

For information regarding Intersil Corporation and its products, see www.intersil.com
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